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Press, went out of his way to allude to the pleasure of
the Vatican in 'the triumphal happiness of a great and
good people in a peace which it hopes and confidently
expects will be a prelude to that new European and
world peace of which the exhibition seeks to be, and is,
a clear symbol/ A little later the Pope presented his
Golden Rose to the Queen of Italy when she became
Empress of Abyssinia, while in Rome priests vied
with each other to bless even the taxi-cabs which were
* being sent out to Addis Ababa. Austria and Hungary
followed Germany.
From the English and French sides of the house
Signor Mussolini was dependent on his usual claque
who certainly did their duty with a will.1 Undoubtedly
he had won a great diplomatic and economic victory,
a victory far more striking than any achieved by his
soldiers, and he had won it at the expense of the British
and French Foreign Offices. He had not—overtly at
any rate—had to come to either for any assistance.
He had mobilized an unnecessarily large army, fought
a war regardless of proportion and expense, and he had
not had to ask either the City of London or the Bourse
for a half-penny. It was a complete triumph for the
new totalitarian finance as well as for the new diplomacy.
1 E.g. The Observer, April 19, 1936. J. L. Garvin. * The Italians
are sweeping into the heart of Abyssinia proper. The victories
in the last few weeks have been beyond their dreams. It is a
wonderful tale. The true account should help the British people
to realise how they have been bamboozled and misled.' Then
follows an inaccurate and one-sided account of the campaign.
Finally Mr. Garvin concludes—* The remnant of oar sanctionists
are as mistaken as before when they vociferate that the Italians
owe their advantage chiefly to poison gas. The Italians owe it
rather to epic road-making, unmatched in military history—to
air force—to machine guns—to mechanical transport—to con-
summate political direction and military leadership together—and
to the prowess and endurance of the troops, both Europeans and
Askaris.*

